OPERA STORY TELLING
For decades, Cal State Fullerton has maintained a reputation for being a school that turns out opera stars. Deborah Voigt, Rodney Gilfrey, Jubilant Sykes, James ‘Marty’ Schaefer, Charles Castronovo, Omar Crook and Christopher Job are a few of the performers who have graced the university’s stage over the years.

This fall, Kerry Jennings joined the School of Music’s faculty as an associate professor of opera studies after a career as a concert soloist and award-winning stage director.

“My main goal is to give the students an educational, rewarding and varied experience that prepares them for today’s musical landscape,” said Jennings. “We can’t and shouldn’t throw out the standards with the bath water, but we also have to understand what is being done now and look toward the future. As often as I am able, I want the students to experience new works, which is why our double bill next April is really a perfect pairing. Not only do they get to experience a tried and true opera in ‘Gianni Schichhi,’ which contains one of the most recognizable arias in all of opera (‘O mio babbino caro’), but they also have the opportunity to learn a new opera and work on it with the composer. Our production of ‘Buoso’s Ghost’ by Michael Ching will be the California premiere of that work and it is those kinds of opportunities that I want students to have.”
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#TITANSGIVE DAY
Save the date - March 9 - as #TitansGive day of giving returns! Last year, $463,333 from 1405 donors was raised to fund and establish scholarships, support student programs and provide high-impact learning experiences. From midnight to midnight on Tuesday, March 9, philanthropic support for CSUF will be encouraged with exciting matching gifts, challenges and contests. Participate in this online giving event and help be the difference for Titans! Make a gift on March 9 and promote #TitansGive to your network for further impact. Questions? Visit titansgive.fullerton.edu
**Communication Expert Studies the Nature of Accent Bias**

Whether they want to admit it or not — everyone has an accent, and most people have accent bias, says Rahul Chakraborty. The acting chair and associate professor of communication sciences and disorders at Cal State Fullerton said humans have a strong tendency to believe their own accent is superior to others’ and make assumptions about those with accents different from their own.

Accent bias can have numerous consequences, including reduced job prospects, loss of opportunities and prejudiced impressions related to education, trustworthiness, body shape and demeanor.

Chakraborty argues that cultural sensitivity training toward nonnative accents is needed to address this deep-seated human bias.

“At CSUF communication sciences and disorders, we have infused diversity and multicultural issues in almost all our courses,” he said. “Extensive exposure to different accent types and open conversation about cultural variation is central to our program. As a department, we are extremely vocal in protesting against any form of bias.”
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